
MARIA WHITE STUDIOS  will be offering 

an assortment of hand-made pieces ranging from luminaries, vases, 

and more. Born in Las Vegas, Nevada and raised in Summerville, South 

Carolina, White began her professional ceramics career in Los Angeles 

where she spent over a decade creating work for celebrated chefs, top 

interior designers and the sets of major motion pictures. Her ceramics 

have earned the Award of Excellence from the American Craft Council 

and her pieces have been published and collected internationally.  

  @mariawhitestudio

BAGS BY GIA  will join us with an assortment of one of 

kind handmade bags. With unique, beautiful and sustainable materials, 

Gia’s bags are ‘perfectly imperfect’ and made with love in Charleston, 

South Carolina.  @_bygia_

AMANDA NORMAN STUDIOS 

will be showcasing some of her smaller format pieces with a focus on 

watercolors. Norman’s paintings have appeared in national publications 

such as Country Living, Wed Luxe and Traditional Home. With clients 

from coast to coast including interior designers, art collectors and 

celebrities. Her work is shown in galleries throughout the country and has 

been placed in homes and corporate collections throughout the world.   

 @amandanormanstudio

HEALTHYLINE , industry leader of the world’s largest 

selection of natural gemstone therapy mats and naturally powered 

heating devices, will be demonstrating their best-selling therapy and 

infrared mats and devices with pulsed electromagnetic fields, negative 

ions, photon light and magnetic therapy. Their products are used 

worldwide by doctors and health practitioners to alleviate many types of 

pain and chronic muscle tension.  @healthylineshop
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ORDINARY MAGIC  a Savannah, GA based 

specialty shop, will be featuring a large assortment of beautiful 

and healing crystals, minerals, books, tarot, oracle cards, and more. 

The crystals are not only beautiful, but responsibly sourced and the 

perfect addition to the modern day seekers’ collection.  

 ordinary_magic_shop

ELIZABETH FEW STUDIO , will be joining 

us with an assortment of silk based textiles including eye masks, pillow 

cases, pajamas, and more. Elizabeth believes in creating a connection 

with people through what she makes. People are often surprised to 

hear about the many benefits of silk and she seeks to spread the word, 

that not only is she trying to create something colorful, functional and 

luxurious, but also sustainable, non-toxic and beneficial to your health. 

Her art is a collaboration between the expression of her ideas and the 

inherited story of its materials..  @elizabethfewstudio

PURE SALT STUDIOS  joins us with wellness-

centric products including clean beauty/body, specialty food items, salt 

products, and more.   @puresaltstudios

YUYO BOTANICS , the leading CBD brand 

combining adaptogens and nervines with hemp extracts for added 

benefits, will be featuring their Ayurvedic inspired blends that are 

organic and bio-dynamically grown in Tennessee. Their hemp tinctures 

and turmeric salve are the highest quality on the market today.  Christie 

Tarleton, their Co-Founder and Panelist in our Biodynamic session will be 

featuring all their products, which have been third party batch tested for 

purity and quality.   @yuyobotanics
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HYPERICE  Originally developed to meet the world’s elite 

athletes and practitioners needs with pain management and muscle 

recovery, their technology has been named some of the most advanced 

in transforming warm up and recovery times for those seeking long term 

fitness goals.  Their products are designed with a synthesis of science 

and physiology to support and advance the human condition.  They will 

be demonstrating and offering their best-selling Hypervolt, Hypersphere, 

Mini Sphere, Norma Tec and Vyper products.  @hyperice

BRAINTAP TECHNOLOGIES , a global 

leader in brainwave entertainment technology and personal improvement 

field, with a library of more than 400 guided-audio programs and 

creative visualization processes, allows users to relax, reboot, and 

revitalize while achieving peak brain performance. They will be 

demonstrating how their Braintap headsets can calm and relax the mind 

in just a few minutes, providing levels of deep relations known to affect 

serotonin and endorphin levels.  @Braintaptech

KELLY CLACKUM DESIGNS  will be 

featuring a selection of her hand-crafted jewelry. Recognized for her 

unique leather and polymer clay pieces, her works are inspired by the 

simplicity of geometric shapes, vibrant colors and textures. 

 @kellyclackum.designs

DEEPAK CHOPRA’S  90th published book, Meta 

Human, along with several other of his best-selling titles can be found at 

our book table, along with The Gut Health MD, Will Bulsiewicz’s Fiber 

Fueled book and Café Gratitude’s Love is Served cookbook. Dr. Will 

and Chef Dreux Ellis  will be signing books during the lunch break as 

well.  There will be an additional option to join Deepak for a private book 

signing in the afternoon.   @Deepakchopra, @theguthealthmd,  

@cafegratitude
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